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Congress should eliminate all tariffs on inputs 
used by U.S. manufacturers to compete in the 

global economy.
in 2015, 45 percent of all U.S. imports were 

“intermediate goods” ranging from aircraft parts to 
oil to zinc. U.S. manufacturers rely on these imports 
to create American jobs and compete in the global 
marketplace. Another 20 percent of imports were 
capital goods like machinery and manufacturing 
equipment. Americans imported three times as 
many intermediate and capital goods as they did 
consumer goods like T-shirts and cell phones.

U.S. tariffs on intermediate goods drive up the 
cost of manufacturing. The government should 
permanently eliminate all of these self-destructive 
tariffs.

History
Cutting tariffs on inputs is not a new idea. in 1887, 

president Grover Cleveland observed: “The radical 
reduction of the duties imposed upon raw material 
used in manufactures, or its free importation, is of 
course an important factor in any effort to reduce 
the price of these necessaries.”1 Although the U.S. 
never took president Cleveland’s advice to eliminate 
tariffs on inputs, other countries have done so.

For example, China does not impose tariffs on inter-
mediate goods used to produce products for export 
markets. in 2015, Canada eliminated all remaining 
tariffs on machinery and inputs for industrial man-
ufacturers. According the president of the Canada 
Manufacturers and Exporters, “The elimination of all 
tariffs on imported goods and equipment, along with 
other tax measures, is providing Canadian manufac-
turers with a significant competitive advantage. Man-
ufacturers across the country are using these tax sav-
ings to invest in innovation, growth and jobs.”2

On April 22, Canada’s Department of Finance 
announced plans to pursue additional tariff cuts to 
boost agricultural producers:

Manufacturers need a wide range of inputs to 
produce their products. Some of these inputs 
are imported and may face tariffs when entering 
Canada. Such tariffs are a non-recoverable charge 
that increases the production costs for Canadian 
manufacturers, affecting their competitiveness at 
home and abroad. Eliminating tariffs on import-
ed food manufacturing inputs will support both 
investment and job creation in Canada’s agri-food 
processing sector—the country’s largest manu-
facturing employer and an important contributor 
to the economy. it will also make the sector more 
competitive in domestic and foreign markets.3

What the Experts Say
Many studies have documented the potential 

benefits of removing tariffs on inputs.
According to a report from the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development, “import 
barriers can deny firms access to the goods and 
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services they need to compete internationally. rather 
than protecting domestic jobs, trade restrictive poli-
cies can produce plant closures and job losses. On the 
other hand, more liberal trade policies allow firms to 
fully benefit from international production networks.”4

An American Economic Review study of indone-
sia by Mary Amiti and Jozef Konings concluded that 

“a 10 percentage point fall in input tariffs leads to a 
productivity gain of 12 percent for firms that import 
their inputs.”

Shimelse Ali and Uri Dadush at VoxEU observed: 
“Because imports increasingly feed into exports, an 
import tariff on parts and raw materials has a big 
impact on exports. Tariffs on intermediates may 
also discourage inward bound foreign direct invest-
ment and encourage outward bound instead.”5

pierre-louis Vézina explained the importance of 
cutting tariffs on inputs in order to attract foreign 
direct investment (FDi): “[T]he two decades of unilat-
eral tariff cutting in Asia’s emerging economies may 
indeed have been driven, at least in part, by a competi-
tion for FDi. racing governments were cutting tariffs 
on inputs to obtain marginal locational advantages 
in attracting multinationals that relied on imports of 
parts and components for local processing.”6

Current Efforts to Cut Tariffs on Inputs
Congress is considering the American Manufactur-

ing Competitiveness Act, which would allow for small 
temporary tariff cuts of up to $500,000 per year for 

three years on imported inputs that are not produced 
in the U.S. This legislation has received broad support.

“Amid rising costs and a tough global economy, 
manufacturers are paying and will continue to pay a 
heavy price if Congress does not move on this legis-
lation,” the National Association of Manufacturers 
argues. “These distortions are particularly severe for 
those manufacturers that must pay tariffs on neces-
sary inputs not produced domestically, while the com-
peting foreign finished product comes in duty-free.”7

According to Kevin Brady (r–TX), Chairman of 
the House Ways and Means Committee:

[O]ur bill will create an effective process for the 
House to consider manufacturing tax cuts that 
will help our job creators compete in the global 
market. Under the new process, our manufactur-
ers will regain their competitive edge over man-
ufacturers from other countries. Soon, it will be 
easier for our manufacturers to lower costs, cre-
ate new jobs, increase U.S. production, reduce 
prices, and help grow our economy.8

piNG golf equipment’s parent company has noted 
the urgency of “fixing the tariffs that penalize U.S. 
manufacturing, limit our ability to make products 
and provide jobs here while competing on the global 
playing field.”9 U.S. tariffs on golf club parts are actu-
ally higher than tariffs on full golf clubs, which dis-
courages the production of golf clubs in the United 
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States: “piNG is required to pay a higher tariff rate 
for importing component parts of golf clubs—and 
providing jobs to U.S. workers assembling golf clubs 
at piNG—than the tariff rate we would pay to import 
a golf club wholly manufactured overseas. Why does 
our federal government penalize us in this way?”10

“To me,” says House Speaker paul ryan (r–Wi), 
“this is just common sense. This bill would eliminate 
duties on hundreds of products that we don’t even 
make in this country—and that our manufacturers 
need to make their own products.”11

Think Big
if small temporary cuts on tariffs applied to 

inputs are beneficial, surely large, permanent cuts 
would be even better. Manufacturers should not 

have to worry about whether their temporary tariff 
cuts might be suspended in future years. Eliminat-
ing tariffs on big-ticket imported inputs like auto 
parts would encourage more jobs in the car manu-
facturing industry. To help companies like piNG, in 
addition to a small temporary cut in tariffs on golf 
club parts containing titanium, the government 
should eliminate the 14.8 percent ($37.9 million) tar-
iff on imported titanium.

permanently eliminating all tariffs on inputs is a 
trade policy that would be guaranteed to encourage 
more job-creating investment in the U.S.
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